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ROGER FRAMPTON, PAUL GRABOWSKY AND DON PULLEN 
 
by John Clare 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
[In the Sydney Morning Herald on  Tue March 3, 1992, John Clare wrote an article 
entitled “No cages for Frampton”.  He reviewed two albums from Roger Frampton: 
Totally Prepared (Tall Poppies TP005) and Two Pianos One Mind (TP006); the  
Paul Grabowsky  album Tee Vee (Warners 90317SJS75-2) and Don Pullen’s album 
New Beginnings (Blue Note CDP 7 91785 2).] 
 

oger Frampton has taken more than his share of criticism for being "avant 
garde" (read: "I don't understand it, therefore no-one else can"), but his 
attempt to find mass appeal a few years ago showed that he lacked the pop 

sensibility. Thousands have the pop sensibility, but there is only one Roger 
Frampton, and he operates best when he takes for granted a certain level of musical 
curiosity on the part of the listener. As witness these two fascinating and deeply 
satisfying CDs.  
 

 
 

 
 
The first uses the one "prepared" piano. Frampton was inspired by John 
Cage's Sonatas and Interludes, but his approach, including his method of preparing 
the piano, is quite his own. One of his first public performances on the prepared 
piano was in a duet about eight years ago with an improvising poet.  
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Frampton was inspired by John Cage's Sonatas and Interludes… Cage is pictured 
here with his cat… 
 
At times Frampton makes the instrument sound like a gamelan orchestra, but 
industrial associations also arise, particularly the sounds of antiquated technology. 
Reluctant ticks, whirrs and stirrings lead to agitated rhythmic passages that may 
suggest a donkey engine at the point of flying apart. The off-pitch bonging of ancient 
clocks is also evoked, with an accompanying remote poignancy.  
 
When he uses two pianos — one prepared, the other not — two contrasting tonal and 
textural worlds interface. This second CD is marginally my favourite. Both provide 
either a constantly pleasing ambience, or an absorbing, even meditative experience, 
depending on how one wants to approach them.  
 
In fact these CDs bring back vividly the six months I was fortunate enough to spend 
in Japan, living beside a Shingon temple at the base of a mountain. Each morning the 
monks would sit in one of the temples at tiny desks. Their murmurous chanting was 
punctuated at intervals by the clear, miniaturist pinging of tiny brass percussions. 
That is the kind of "ambience" that Frampton provides. If that's ambience music, I'm 
for it.  
 

 
 
Roger Frampton at the piano: both albums provide either a constantly pleasing 
ambience, or an absorbing, even meditative experience… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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Paul Grabowsky's prosaically named and packaged CD probably has mass appeal, but 
it's doubtful that this will ever be tested on the popular airwaves. This is a great 
shame, because it is a superb achievement on any level. Often using dance rhythms 
that may remind you of M-Base funk — though these are more relaxed and warmer — 
Grabowsky presents tunes and arrangements that are immediately engaging and gain 
in strength with repeated hearing.  
 
Sinuous, chanting, highly sophisticated in their simplicity, they are carried by the 
rich and full but soft-edged sound of two saxophones (Dale Barlow and Ian Chaplin)  
 

 
 
Rich and full but soft-edged sound of two saxophones, Dale Barlow (above) and Ian 
Chaplin (below)…BARLOW PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK, CHAPLIN PHOTO CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 
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and one trombone (Simon Kent). American bassist Ed Schuller (son of the composer 
Gunther Schuller) provides a hugely muscular and propulsive underpinning, teaming 
beautifully with the drummer Niko Schauble. Everyone solos with restrained 
strength, until track five, when an injection of free jazz energy pushes the CD up onto 
a level, of shouting excitement. Beautifully paced, beautifully recorded, it opens with 
a Keith Jarrett-like trio version of John Lennon's Julia. From there on, it's all 
original music of international class.  
 

 
 
Bassist Ed Schuller provides a hugely muscular and propulsive underpinning… 
PHOTO © JUAN CARLOS HERNANDEZ 

 

 
 
The Don Pullen CD, recorded a year or so ago, is a great example of a piano trio 
achieving lift-off. With bassist Gary Peacock and drummer Tony Williams pushing 
him skyward, Pullen makes the piano ring joyously. Warm gospel chords underlie 
dissonant treble glisses that are like ice water in your face. The local Blue Note 
licensee EMI - sometimes known as The Collective Unconscious — has done 
absolutely nothing to cash in on this highly original pianist's appearances here this 
month, but this CD is available at Birdland in Barrack Street and Jazz Plus, Rozelle.  

https://photos.allaboutjazz.com/?o=72152

